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Abstract

In the next years, it is expected a deep growth of world primary energy
and electricity demand. The scenarios prospect a positive rate in all the
sectors, especially in the residential one. In particular, residential sector is
one of the major consumer of electricity and this situation will be intensified
by the awaiting spread in large scale of electric vehicles and heat pumps.
For what concerns the generation of electricity, the penetration of not
programmable renewable energy sources (NP-RES) is significantly
increasing, especially photovoltaics resources (PV) are experiencing a large
distribution between small consumers, as small commercial and residential.
The presented energy scenario is leading the grid operators to face issues in
managing the grid due to both the uncertainty in the load profiles and in the
generation production from NP-RES. Furthermore, the deeper use of NPRES, such as PV, introduced new critical situations that must be solved by
the grid operators in order to run the system in a safe and reliable way. One
of these situations is well depicted in the duck curve, which represents the
system net load in CAISO (California Independent System Operator), where
are highlighted both the overgeneration risk and the high rate ramps
problem. The former occurs when the net load is close to the base load
generation units total capacity, whereas the latter occurs during the sunset in
which the PV panel generation decreases quickly, driving the net load to
increase in a short period of time. The uncertainty, the ramp risks and all the
issues related to the strong penetration of NP-RES, led grid operators to
involve more balancing generation units with a consequence increase of the
energy price. A more sustainable and economic solution is the deployment
of flexible resources in the grids, such as energy storage resources and
demand flexibility. By using these technologies and techniques, the grid
operator can achieve a stronger control on the grid and through their
coordination, it can manage the grid in a more efficient and reliable way to
face all the events in the grid and guarantee the equilibrium between
generation and demand around the clock.

In this PhD dissertation, the focus is on demand side flexibility and how
it can be managed from grid operators, from transmission to low voltage
distribution grids.
In order to use demand side flexibility, demand response programs (DR)
have been introduced. DR programs are mostly diffused in energy markets
and therefore they impact on transmission grids in terms of congestions,
expected unserved energy (EUE) and loss of load probability (LOLP)
parameters. In USA the use of DR resources (DRRs) is well regulated and
they actively participate in the energy markets to get economic benefits such
as reduction of the energy prices (locational marginal prices). Furthermore,
there is a strong regulation about their remuneration (FERC Order No. 745)
and as consequence, the presence of DRRs is quickly increasing. DRRs are
also involved in emergency situations, for example when grid issues occur.
In this dissertation, the focus is on economics DR programs and their impact
on transmission grid reliability, economics and emissions metrics. The
performed study aims at providing insights into the impacts of deepening
penetration of DRRs under different intensity levels in the presence of
energy storage systems (ESSs), as pumped-hydro storage and compressedair energy storage, and wind power plants. The results show that with a high
number of DRRs and using the maximization of the social welfare as
clearing optimization criterion, the performance of the system in terms of
reliability metrics (EUE and LOLP) gets worst, instead in terms of
economics and emissions parameters there is a significant positive impact.
The research results show that if the number of DRRs is not less than 20% of
the total number of the transmission grid buses, all the metrics (reliability,
economics and emissions) are positive, ensuring a relief effect on the system.
If DR programs are well described and regulated in the energy markets
and therefore they influence the transmission grid as both scheduled and real
time resources, in the low voltage distribution grid, DR programs are still not
available by grid operators as balancing or reserve resources. This is mostly
due to the high percentage of residential customers in low voltage
distribution grids whose daily power consumption is strongly related with
their behaviors and they put their comfort on the foreground. Furthermore,
the almost total absence of DR aggregators for residential customers and the
lack of technological devices make the residential sector be a locked
capacity for the distribution system operators (DSOs). Literature and some
pilot projects (for instance the European project ADDRESS and the UK
project CLASS) aim at investigating the opportunity offered by this sector
and exploring techniques and technological solution to exploit its flexibility
in balancing the distribution grids. In particular, in literature it is investigated
the opportunity to modulate the dwellings power by modifying the supplying
voltages, as by using Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR) technique.
This approach is developed according to the relationship between voltage
and power, described by the exponential and polynomial model, called ZIP
2
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model. In literature, the power modulation is achieved modifying the
position tap of on load tap changer (OLTC) primary distribution transformer
in order to modulate the voltages over the feeders. Even if this approach
shows a good level of power reduction in low voltage distribution grids with
high penetration of residential units and customers do not notice any lack of
quality service in the supplied voltage, the main limitation of this technique
is its centralized nature. It is applied to the primary substation and therefore
it involves all the customers connected to the grid and since the supplied
voltages must be inside the limits set by the standard CEI EN 50160,
downstream users are the bottle neck of this technique because they set the
lower limit of the voltage regulation.
In this dissertation it is applied a fully decentralize power control (FDPC) based on a decentralized voltage control in order to achieve the active
power modulation by residential end-users when the DSO needs (for
instance, when the cables or transformers are overloaded). Voltage
modulation can be executed inside a single or cluster of residential units;
here a smart home energy management system (SHEMS) to be installed
inside a dwelling and able to receive signal from the DSO is suggested, in
order to modulate the dwellings voltage using AC/AC converters. The FDPC is tested on a LV distribution grid and compared with a CVR based
solution applied to the secondary distribution transformer. The FD-PC shows
better results in terms of power reduction compared with the centralized
technique since it applies a different percentage of voltage reduction
according to the voltage values measured at the selected points. In this way,
it is possible to use all the regulation range set by the standard. In addition,
the voltages over the feeders are not directly involved in the voltage
regulation as in the centralized technique, therefore the system has better
performance in terms of voltage security margins. Another interesting result
is obtained in LV grids characterized by low voltage levels (close to the
standard lower limit) on the feeders. It is analyzed the case study in which
the OLTC secondary distribution transformer is set equal to 1.05 p.u. in
order to increase the voltages in the feeders and assure that the upper and
lower limits are respected. In this situation, the FD-PC gains better results,
providing an active power reduction almost double compared to the base
case. All the simulation studies are performed using a Monte Carlo approach
in order to define random residential demands and allocation of PV panels,
when included in the network. The simulation period is one day and the
simulation step is equal to 10 minutes.
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Introduction

Even if the growing concern about the environmental issues has led to a
major interest in the sustainable development of power systems, the world
primary energy and electricity demand is expected to increase in the next
years. In fact, according to the International Energy Agency (IEA), the
electricity consumption grows by more than 70% from 2013 to 2040, mostly
due to the electrification of sectors as transportation and the increasing
electric demand in areas with new emerging economies, such as India and
China. Among the sectors where there is more demand for electricity, there
is the residential one, since it represents around 30% of the total
consumption.
For what concerns the power generation, the forecasted scenario is more
promising: according to IEA, by 2040, renewables-based generation reaches
50% in the European Union, around 30% in China and Japan, and above
25% in the United States and India. The NP-RES are experiencing a positive
trend during these years. In particular, the deployment of PVs is growing
very fast in the residential sector due to tax incentives and a more
consciousness energy behavior of end consumers.
The depicted expected growing penetration of both RES, in particular
NP-RES, and electricity consumption is leading the grid operators to face
new issues in the power grids. The power generated from NP-RES strongly
impacts on the grid management due to their intrinsic uncertainty on the
power availability. Therefore, the need for new and more extensive control
actions to balance supply and demand for both energy and power is put on
the foreground. Grid operators can act both on the generation side and on the
demand side. For the former, it is possible to use more balancing generation
units and peak loads units, but this solution leads to a not sustainable and
expensive power system management.
The deeper involvement of electrical demand in the grid control, such as
DR programs and ESSs, is the most meaningful and promising consequences
of this new scenario. In particular, DR begins to support the achievement of
supply-demand balance around the clock. As it is shown in USA, DR
programs are well-established opportunities for retail consumers to be active
participants in the electricity markets, from capacity to real time markets.
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The application of DR programs makes possible financial benefits, such as
the reduction of energy price and price volatility during the peak hours and
they allow the achievement of system advantages as deferral of short-term
upgrade of the transmission and distribution infrastructures, reliability
improvement and reduction of carbon dioxide emissions. In the DR
programs, retail consumers are aggregated into groups called curtailment
service providers (CSPs) which offer in the market to cut the electrical loads
when required, i.e. during emergency conditions (emergency DR programs)
and/or when the wholesale prices are highs (economic DR programs).
DR programs are deeply regulated in the energy markets and therefore
they are deeply involved in the markets, as both scheduled and real time
resources.
In LV grids, DR programs are still not available and easy to be applied by
grid operators due to the high uncertainty of residential electricity demand.
Furthermore, in the recent years, LV grids evolved from passive (traditional)
to active grids by the introduction of new distributed energy resources, such
as PV panels and prosumers. The request of flexibility to maximize the
coordination between each element to face ramp issues, under/over
generation risks and guarantee the match between generation/demand has led
grid operators to introduce new technologies and strategies to manage in real
time all the new entities.
The PhD dissertation is developed according to the reported scenario. The
focus is on the management of demand flexibility both in energy markets
and in LV grids. In particular, for the former, it is presented a what if
analysis to provide a deeper understanding of DRRs. For the latter, it is
proposed a decentralized control in order to unlock the potential of
residential power demand in providing power reserves to the DSOs.
The structure of the PhD dissertation is as follows.
In Chapter I, the energy reference context is presented, both in terms of
demand and generation. For what concerns the generation side, in order to
explain the issues related to the diffusion of NP-RES, a representative
example is discussed to pinpoint the risks that grid operators must take on.
The transition from traditional power systems to smart grids is explained and
the need for flexibility in the system is presented with the options available
for the DSOs.
In Chapter II, Demand Response (DR) programs are presented and the
role of DR in the energy markets, day ahead and real time, is illustrated. The
reported case studies aim at providing insights about limits and opportunities
in using DR programs in U.S. day ahead markets.
In Chapter III, a novel service for the DSO is introduced to provide
flexibility in LV grids using residential power consumption as power reserve
to be exploited when overloading or mismatch condition occurs. The
solution is based on the Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR) technique
principle but it is applied in a decentralized way, close to the residential
5

units. A technological solution is described and proposed in order to deploy
the introduced service.
In Chapter IV, selected simulation studies are carried out in order to
compare the proposed service results with the approach presented in
literature, e.g. CVR based technique, in order to highlight the advantages
introduced by the novel service. The simulations are performed using a
stochastic simulation approach.
In Chapter V the conclusions remarks and the future research direction
are presented.
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Chapter I
The role of flexibility in smart
power system

I.1

Energy context and prospect

The world primary energy demand is going to increase in the next years
with a degree of growth dictated by the government policies, as shown in
[1]. In particular, in this document, three main policy approaches are
described: new policies scenario, which incorporates the policies and
measures in the energy sector adopted as of mid-2015 or that the
governments plan to apply; the current policies scenario includes only the
policies formally adopted and implemented as of mid- 2015 and it assumes
that they will not change in the future; the 450 Scenario which includes all
the approaches adopted to limit the rise in the long – term average global
temperature to two degrees Celsius [1]]
In Figure I.1, it is represented the growth of the world primary energy
demand from 1990 to 2040. From 2013 to 2040 the primary energy demand
is expected to increase by 45% in the current policies scenario, 32% in the
new policies scenario and 12% in the 450 scenario, [1]. In the same figure, it
is reported the trend of the energy related CO2 emissions which follows the
energy demand trend for the current scenario, has a weaker relation in the
new policies scenario and has not relation in the 450 Scenario, where the
approaches allow the use of programs to reduce the pollution.
The power sector is the main contributor in the growing of the primary
energy demand since it accounts for 55% of the total. The electricity demand
rate of growth is very significant: it is equal to 2.0% per year the new
policies scenario, 2.3% per year for the Current policies scenario and 1.5%
per year for the 450 Scenario. Therefore, the demand is expected to increase
over 70%, 79% and 57% in 2040 compared to the one registered in 2013 in
the New Policies, Current and 450 Scenario, respectively.
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The building sector expects a demand rising by 75% to 2040,
representing the largest electricity consumer [1].

Figure I.1 World primary energy demand and CO2 emissions by scenario
[1]
Furthermore, buildings account for around 40% of global energy
consumption and three-quarters of the total energy consumption is due to the
residential sector as reported in Figure I.2 for the different regions of the
world [2].

Figure I.2 Percentage of World residential energy consumption [[2]]
The residential sector accounts for the 27% of the total energy
consumption in the world, placing as the third largest major consumption
(Figure I.3) [3].
The main energy resources in the residential sector are biomass and
waste, electricity, natural gas and oil products but electricity consumption is
growing three times faster than the other energy resource [2].

8
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Figure I.3 Energy consumption by sector [[3]]
Following, the U.S. residential data are reported in order to provide an
insight. In 2015, about 20% of U.S. energy consumption was consumed in
residential sector as shown in Figure I.4 [4].

Figure I.4 U.S. Energy flow [4]
In particular, the electricity consumption is reported in Figure I.5, which
represents about 36% of the total end user electricity consumption [4].
Indeed, the electricity consumption in residential sector really depends on
the weather conditions even if it shows a closely resembling periodical
waveform. An example is shown in the Figure I.6 [4], where it is shown the
variability of the electricity consumption (in billion kWh) by sector. Data are
collected up to August 2016.
About Winter 2016-2017 it has been prospected an increasing of 2.4% in
the electricity consumption due to the cooler temperatures. The electricity
consumption is mostly connected to the lighting usage and in USA, some
homes heat with primary heating equipment, such as electric furnaces or heat
9
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pumps, or with secondary heating equipment, such as space heaters or
electric blankets [4].

Figure I.5 U.S. Electricity flow [4]

Figure I.6 U.S. Electricity consumption (in billion kWh) by sector [4]

I.2

Renewable energy resources for a greener power system

Due to the environmental concern, the use of renewable energy sources is
a key component in the energy policies of all the Countries in the World.

10
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Renewable energy sources can be grouped into two groups: dispatchable
or controllable (such as hydro power, geothermal and biomass) and not
dispatchable or not controllable (such as wind, solar photovoltaics).
The dispatchability depends on the ability to control the resources
according to system requirements. Due to the intermittent nature of not
dispatchable resources, system operators cannot fully plan the electricity
generation from these sources and only a small amount of the installed
capacity can be considered as statically dispatchable and a back-up capacity
is required [5].
In 2014, RES were the second largest source of electricity behind the coal
and in the last decade, lots of renewable plants were built, that is 318 GW of
hydropower, 304 GW of wind power and 173 GW of solar PV and compared
to 2013, renewables accounts for 85% of increase in total power generation
[1]. In Table I.1 the table of the world renewable consumption by scenario is
presented.

Table I.1 World Renewable consumption by scenario [1]
It is possible to note that total electricity generation from RES is expected
to increase by 125-250 % compared to 2013 [1]. Hydropower remains the
dominant resource but wind power production is going to increase very fast
in all the three scenarios.
Global electricity generation from renewable resources is expected to
increase by two and a half times in the New policies scenario and as
consequence, the share of renewable in the total generation changes from
22% in 2013 to 34% in 2040.

11
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In Figure I.7 it is reported the global renewable-based electricity
generation by source of production in the New policies scenario,
highlighting once again the growing of penetration of wind power plants [1]

Figure I.7 Global renewables-based electricity generation by technology
in the New Policies Scenario [1]
In 2014, the global installed capacity of wind power was 350 GW and
they are mainly located in the European Union, China and United States. In
particular, European Union steadily increases the annual deployment of wind
power with an average of 5% per year [1].
In 2015, renewable power generating capacity saw an estimated 147 GW
of capacity added. In particular, solar PV and wind set their record in
installation, together making up about 77% of all renewable power capacity
added in 2015 [6].
By the end of 2015, renewables covered an estimated 28.9% of the
world’s power generating capacity, enough to supply about 23.7% of global
electricity consumption (Figure I.8) [6].

12
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Figure I.8 Estimated renewable energy share of global electricity
production, end–2015 [6]
In Figure I.9 it is reported the U.S. consumption (quadrillion Btu) of
power produced by renewable in 2015 by sectors.

Figure I.9 U.S. consumption of power produced by renewables [4]
About solar PV, in 2015 the global solar PV capacity was equal to
227 GW. The European solar PV market is quite varied as shown in
Figure I.10 [5], where the division of the typologies of PV installations is
made according to the following criteria [5]:
 residential: systems below or equal to 10 kWp;
 commercial: systems with capacity between 10 and 250 kWp;
 industrial: systems with a capacity above 250 kWp;
 utility scale: systems with a capacity above 1000kWp and built
on the ground.
It is worth noting that solar PV installation is growing in the residential
sector due to the opportunity of self-consumption, price drop and
government subsides. This led the DNOs to face new issues in ensuring the
grid technical constraints, such as stronger fluctuation of the net loads,
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voltage rise, reverse power flow, flickers as it will be shown in the next
chapters [7],[8].

Figure I.10 Typology of PV installation in Europe [5]
In the U.S. residential sector, in particular the distributed solar energy
consumption (electricity) amounted to 47 and 65 trillion Btu in 2014 and
2015, respectively. In 2016, from January to September the consumption
was equal to 77 trillion Btu, that is about 1.54% more than the consumption
recorded on 2015 in the same period [4](Figure I.11).

Figure I.11 U.S. residential sector distributed solar energy consumption
[4]
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I.3

The transition from a centralized to a decentralized

electrical power system control
In the last decade, the electrical power system has undergone a radical
change due to the introduction of new actors in the energy scenario and the
deployment of new technologies in the grid.
In literature, there are many definitions of smart grid in order to describe
this concept. One of this is the following one [9]:
A smart grid is an electricity network that uses digital and other
advanced technologies to monitor and manage the transport of electricity
from all generation sources to meet the varying electricity demands of
end-users. Smart grids co-ordinate the needs and capabilities of all
generators, grid operators, end-users and electricity market stakeholders
to operate all parts of the system as efficiently as possible, minimizing
costs and environmental impacts while maximizing system reliability,
resilience and stability.
Therefore, a smart grid is the electricity network which includes
additional features, e.g. information, communication and technologies to
monitor, control and manage the power flows on the grids in order to ensure
a safe, resilience and smart management of the grid.
The introduction of smart grids involved the deployment of advanced
technological solutions on the grids and as consequence, there was a push in
the development of novel solutions.
The transition from a grid to a smart grid is presented in Figure I.12.

Figure I.12 From grid to smart grid [9]
The main features introduced in smart grids are:
 enabling demand flexibility and prosumers
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integration of distributed energy resources, storage elements and
renewable resources in the grid
 improvement of power quality
 optimization of the equilibrium between demand and production
using the most efficient supply resources and demand strategies
 facing unplanned outages in real time.
The key feature of smart grids is the deep use of automation technology
and smart meters in order to exchange information in real time at different
levels and promptly intervention when required.
In Table I.2 [10] the most diffused technologies (hardware and software)
in smart grids are reported. The introduction of smart meters and the high
level of automatization helped the DNOs to manage the grid in a more
resilience way thanks to the new energy actors able to provide services to
them.

Table I.2 Smart grid technologies [10]
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As instance, in Figure I.13 it is reported a residential prosumer [11].
Prosumer is a costumer that may be a power consumer or producer and
consequentially it is called prosumer. It may participate in the energy
markets either as active participant or by engaging demand response
aggregators. In any case, prosumers influence both the demand and
generation side and by the introduction of the new technologies, DNOs can
manage them.

Figure I.13 Prosumer [11]
By the introduction of smart grids a new model of cities was introduced:
the smart energy cities presented in Figure I.14.

Figure I.14 Smart city [12]
A complete definition of smart cities is provided in [13] and it is the
following one:
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The Smart Energy City is highly energy and resource efficient, and is
increasingly powered by renewable energy sources; it relies on
integrated and resilient resource systems, as well as insight-driven and
innovative approaches to strategic planning. The application of
information and communication technologies is commonly a means to
meet these objectives.
The European Commission [12] describes smart cities as an instrument to
obtain energy efficiency in the urbanization and from the energy point of
view, it allows the optimal deployment of flexible loads such as electrical
vehicles and prosumers, optimal integration of the sustainable urban
mobility and distributed energy resources. Smart cities aimed to be a smallscale energy blocks since they include generation, demand and regulation
modules. A reliable, efficient and resilience smart city is based on a single or
multi- blocks of microgrids (Figure I.15)[22].
In the recent years, a lot of studies and tests were performed on
microgrids in order to prove the effectiveness of their resilience and
reliability especially during emergencies, as blackouts or grid instabilities
[15].
By using operative strategies, microgrids provide a rapid and effective
service to face critical situations, as sudden mismatching between generation
and demand, grid faults and so on; in addition, it can isolate itself via utility
branch circuits when main grid faults occur.
For this reason, it is essential to have strong energy management
strategies in order to ensure the balance between supply and demand during
each operating condition and the safety of the power quality constraints.
Flexible resources and robust control techniques help microgrids to run in
an efficient and resilience way [14]. In addition, the control and operational
strategies in a microgrid can be more bound than those applied in the
conventional power systems for the following reasons [14]:
 the generation sources are based on DERs, which have a dynamic
and steady state characteristics different from conventional
generators;
 microgrids are subjected to a significant degree of imbalance due
to high penetration of NP- DERs and single phase loads;
 application of economics strategies to maximize DER power
production and demand side management strategies.
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Figure I.15 Typical microgrid structure [14]

I.4

The new role of the distributor operators

As shown before, the increasing penetration of renewable energy resources
due to the climate and energy targets set by the Europe 2020 strategy [16]
and reinforced by the Paris agreement [17] has led to a deeper utilization of
RES (mainly wind and photovoltaics) in the distribution grids. In the recent
years, the introduction of smart grids has enabled the technological
development in the grids; therefore, DNO has gained a more flexible and
detailed control. This allows a boost in network reliability, minimization of
energy losses, better integration of DERs and so on. Consequently, DNOs
evolved in the new role of distribution system operator (DSO) [18], since it
has to manage several sources of flexibility in the network in order to gain a
safe control on the grid.
The transition can be summarized in Figure I.16, where in the upper side
it is presented the traditional structure of a passive distribution grid managed
by DNOs, instead, on the bottom, it is presented DSOs’ role that manage the
new actors introduced in the energy scenario.
Provided that the DNOs in Europe are characterized by different features,
the Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER) in [20] highlighted
some key aspects in order to ensure the transition from DNOs to DSOs.
The introduction of DSOs requires coordination between TSOs and DSOs
in order to manage the grid holistically and in a cost-effectively and reliable
way.
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Some key points are reported in [18] and here described:
 in order to avoid inefficiencies, a whole-system approach is
necessary, especially in network planning and investment,
integration of demand-side response and distributed generation,
and regulation;
 coordination between DSOs and TSOs in the procurement of
system services, operational and network planning/development/
investment decisions, and in developing whole system security
including cybersecurity;
 the exchange of data in real or close to real time between
operators to help coordination and optimization;
 DSOs need to exploit the flexibility offered by decentralized
demand and generation resources, via suitable markets;
 fair cost sharing should prevent the risk of creating perverse
incentives for DSOs to avoid reinforcement, resulting ultimately
in higher costs for customers, and vice versa.

Figure I.16 Transition of DNO to DSO [19]

I.5

The flexibility in power systems

In [21] is reported a general definition of flexibility as “the capacity to
adapt across time, circumstances (foreseeable or not), intention (positive or
negative reactions) and area of application” and the specific definition in
the electrical system as “the possibility of deploying the available resources
to respond in an adequate and reliable way to the load and generation
variations during time at acceptable costs” in other words: “modifying
generation and/or consumption patterns in reaction to an external signal
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(such as a change in price, or an electronic message) to provide a service
within the energy system”, while maintaining a resilience, sustainable and
affordable electric system” [23].
Due to the targets imposed in reaching a greener energy production, the
penetration of PV systems and wind power production is growing with a
high rate.
Ofgem in the position paper [23] analyzes the role of flexibility in the
future electricity systems. The flexibility can be reached by using demand
side response, energy storage and distributed generation.
In order to explain the contribute that flexibility can bring in the
management of the grid, the California case study is reported.
California is one of the leading states in the solar installation in USA,
therefore it expects over generation problems when the solar power
generation is greatest than the electric load. An example is presented in
Figure I.17, where it is shown the potential impact of the deep penetration of
renewable resources in the grid operations [24].

Figure I. 17 CAISO duck curve [25]
In the Figure above, it is presented the net load evaluated as difference
between the forecasted electric load and the power production from
renewable resources (i.e., wind, solar PV and solar thermal) therefore it
represents the variable portion of load that CAISO must meet and,
consequently, the conventional and controllable power plants should move
up and down in order to gain the reliable grid operation equilibrium [25].
It is possible to underline several conditions:
 steep ramp: in a short period of time the ISO must bring on or
shut down generation resources in order to meet the demand;
 oversupply risk: generation is more than the demand;
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decreased frequency response: less resources are available to
automatically adjust electricity production in order to maintain
the reliability in the grid.
Furthermore, the duck chart underlines two critical periods of the day
located at the duck neck, i.e. when the solar power production decrease due
to the sunset, and at the belly of the duck, when the over generation risk is
tangible [26]
The steep ramp issue is a challenge for the grid operator since all the
remaining generation resources must quickly meet the demand and therefore,
be available on time in order to get the equilibrium. To do that, the ISOs let
the suppliers be online and produce at some minimum power output levels
even if the electricity is not needed, because most conventional generators
are characterized by long start times. In addition, in the generation mix, there
are the “must run” plants which are needed for local voltage support and
reliability issues. As consequence, a “minimum generation” problem arise
when the conventional dispatchable generation resources can not be backed
down to accommodate the renewable generation [26].
The direct consequence of this situation is the curtailment of the
generation from the renewable resources, which can be performed by
decreasing the output from wind and PV plants or disconnecting the
resources. This type of control is achievable for the medium/large plants,
where the system operator has the physical control but it is not available for
distributed resources such as rooftop systems [26].
The described conditions led the ISOs to require flexible resources in
order to reliably operate on the grids and to optimize the use of renewable
resources.
As consequence, the main characteristics of flexible resources include the
following functions [25]:
 sustain upward or downward ramp;
 respond for a defined period of time;
 change ramp directions quickly;
 store energy or modify use;
 react quickly and meet expected operating levels;
 start with short notice from a zero or low-electricity operating
level;
 start and stop multiple times per day;
 accurately forecast operating capability.
According to the provided overview, a new paradigm is becoming
important for the grid operator: resources flexibility.
Historically, generators where the only source of flexibility into the grid
but with the introduction of the new technologies in the grids new sources of
flexibility have been introduced. In Figure I.18 several actors are presented
able to provide flexibility to the DSOs.
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The lowest cost option are the improved operations and demand response
since they can take advantage from the existing infrastructure, making
relatively small operational changes. For instance, the first group includes
the improvement of weather forecasting and better management of balancing
areas [27].

Figure I.18 Flexibility resource supply curve [27]
In this thesis, the demand response option is analyzed.
DSM can provide several ways of flexibility as shown in Figure I.19 and
Figure I.20 in order to reduce the need for expensive and not green peaking
plants, grid enhancement and so on.
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Figure I.19 How demand flexibility can help manage the electricity
system [23]
Demand flexibility can be used in critical and ramping period of the day
in order to decrease the electrical demand and therefore, decrease the ramp
rate. In addition, it can be started and stopped several times since it has not
imposed times as generator plants but it depends on the type of contract that
the consumers have.
Furthermore, demand flexibility can be used to shift demand when the
clean energy is abundant, i.e. in the daytime corresponding to the “belly” of
the duck chart, that is the time where the oversupply occurs. This is an
advantage both for the grid operator and the costumers since the former can
exploit all the energy produced by renewable resources and the latter pay
less for their energy [24].
Even if the utilization of DR resources is a good solution to achieve the
reduction of the mismatching between generation and demand, there are
some drawbacks to consider as the uncertainty associated to the activation
and complexity in both modelling the response of DSM resources (there are
several factors to consider as weather conditions and customer’s behavior)
and coordination of the aggregators of responsive loads [21].
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Figure I.20 Demand Flexibility [23]
Summing up, it can be state that the key challenge in using DR resources
is the definition of their flexibility in terms of amount of power and time of
activation. For the former, it is worth noting that DR activations are
evaluated on aggregate loads therefore the cumulative load represents the
collective behavior carried out from statistical analysis and when the
aggregation level increases, the cumulative load curve is more regular in
time since the load diversity between the single consumers are smoothed
[21].

I.6

Load flexibility in ancillary services

As introduced previously in the chapter, the volatility due to NP-RES led
TSOs to activate balancing actions in order to ensure that demand is equal to
supply in the near real time and ensuring that frequency is inside the right
range of value.
An important aspect of balancing is the procuring of ancillary services. A
good definition of ancillary services is provided by Entsoe in [28]] and it is
as follows:
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“Ancillary services’ refers to a range of functions which TSOs contract
so that they can guarantee system security. These include black start
capability (the ability to restart a grid following a blackout); frequency
response (to maintain system frequency with automatic and very fast
responses); fast reserve (which can provide additional energy when
needed); the provision of reactive power and various other services.
Access to a broad range of services from a wide range of providers,
including generators but also demand response (which involves
customers changing their operating patterns to aid system balancing)
gives TSOs flexible options, which allow them to make efficient
decisions.”
Power system operations time frames are mainly presented in Figure I.21,
where the main strategies used to ensure the balance between supply and
demand are shown. After setting the day scheduling, there are some
operations that need to be done in order to meet the real-time load [29]:
 load following is the “action to follow the general trending load
pattern within the day”. Usually, it is executed by the economic
dispatch but it can involve the starting and stopping of quickstart turbines or hydro;
 regulation balances the second to second/minute to minute load
and generation variations. This is done sending control signals to
generating units and responsive loads in order to rapidly adjust
their dispatching set points.
A more detailed description of ancillary services and regulation (primary
secondary, tertiary, spinning and not spinning reserves) can be found in [33].
Indeed, in order to have the operating reserves online, generators cannot run
at full load but at part load. This is a cost for both generators and the whole
system. For the former, a unit that does not run at full load has a loss of gain
and it incurs an opportunity cost. For the latter, the generation cost is higher
because of keeping supplying units at part load increase the number of
generators that must be online and therefore a higher generation cost [30].
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Figure I.21 Regulation services time frames [29]
In [31]], the authors present the product definitions for demand response
participation in ancillary services markets to improve the not programmable
renewable resources integration. They are divided in three products,
according to their physical requirements and time of response (Table I.3).
In [32] it is presented a study aimed at presenting the impacts that fast
automated DR results could achieve acting as resources in the operational
reserves as seen in Table I.3. In details, in Table I.4 are presented the
services where DR programs are more suitable to be used and the portion of
load that could participate to the selected programs according to the
technical (time) constraints presented in the Table I.3.
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Product type

General
description

How fast
to respond

Length of
response

Time to fully
respond

Regulation
(Frequency)

Response to
random short term
unscheduled
deviations in
scheduled net load
Rapid and
immediate
response to a loss in
supply
Additional load
following reserve
for large
unforecasted
wind/solar ramps

30 seconds

Energy
neutral in
15 minutes

5 minutes

1 minute

<30
minutes

< 10 minutes

5 minutes

1 hour

20 minutes

Contingency
(Large
power
plants, line faults)
Flexibility
(service for large
wind and solar
ramp events)

Table I.3 Generalized product definitions for load participation in
ancillary services market [31]

Table I.4 Regulation services for DR strategies [32]
It is worth mentioning that the authors report as unlikely the service of
DR in the reactive and voltage control because they present a centralized
(controlled by TSO) approach but they state that it is possible to apply this
kind of service when a local control is implemented [32]]. The column
showing evidence of successful DR field, is based on the evaluation of the
results obtained in [32].
The definition of the overall flexibility capacity that could be obtained
during each time period by loads in the ancillary services (but also energy
and capacity markets) is presented in [31] and it is based on the following
load flexibility filters:
 sheddability: the percentage of the total load that has the
technical requirements to be eligible to be shed by demand
response programs;
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controllability: percentage of loads equipped with suitable
control systems;
acceptability: it is related to the attributes of end-users, as
comfort, behavior and so on.
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Demand flexibility in the energy
markets

II.1

From demand side management to demand response

The Demand side management (DSM) concept was introduced in the
1980s. One of the first definition can be find in [33], where it is reported:
“The planning and implementation of those utility activities designed to
influence customer use of electricity in ways that will produce desired
changes in the utility’s load shape, i.e. changes in the pattern and
magnitude of a utility's load. Demand-side management encompasses the
entire range of management functions associated with directing demandside activities, including program planning, evaluation, implementation,
and monitoring. Opportunities for demand-side management can be
found in all customer classes, including residential, commercial,
industrial, and wholesale”.
As said, DSM involves both energy efficiency and load management
strategies in order to improve the energy system utilization.
By the introduction of competitive markets, the DSM evolution has been
demand response (DR) that is the program in which customers reduce their
electricity consumption as response to price signals, incentives or emergency
signals from the system operator when the system reliability is jeopardized
[34].
DR is used by energy retails as mean to maintain the balance between
generation and demand for grid operations and the wholesale markets [35].
In Figure II.1. it is reported the scheme of DSM proposed in [36].
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Figure II.1 DSM categories [36]
Here DSM is made up of two main groups: DR and energy efficiency.
Energy efficiency can be applied utilizing devices with highest efficiency
technologies. It includes programs that seek to support the customers to act
in a more efficient way in the electricity utilization.
DR is divided into two groups, non-dispatchable and dispatchable
resources [36].The programs in which DR is involved in capacity ad reserve
services are not considered in this chapter and some details can be found in
[38].
The non dispatchable group is mainly based on the willingness of the end
customers to participate. Customers involved receive the real-time retail
electricity price and voluntary decide if shifting, cutting or not acting on
their electrical loads according to the level (high or low).
There are several programs included in non dispatchable DR and their
collection is called price-based DR [37]. It includes the time-of-use rates,
real-time pricing and critical peak pricing.
Following, a brief description of the programs included in this set,
according to [38]:
 time-of-use rates is defined for 24 hours/day and it reflects the
average cost of generation and delivery during different blocks of
time;
 real time pricing changes with the electricity wholesale price
and, therefore, it reflects the changes in that market. The
customers are notified on a day ahead or hour ahead basis;
 critical peak pricing is a hybrid of the previous two programs. It
is based on the time of use rates but it replaces the normal peak
price with a higher price if specified trigger conditions occur.
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The dispatchable DR programs are those involved in the emergency
events and economic markets when spike prices occur. The programs are
established by utilities, loads-serving entities and transmission system
operators [38].
Customers have to respond to their contractual commitments when DR
activations are called and in case they don’t fulfill, they are subjected to
financial penalties [37]. Therefore, DR resources included in this group are
considered dispatchable. In these programs, the customer baseline load is
specified in order to quantify the demand reduction [37].
The description of the DR programs is reported in [38] and it is as
follows:
 direct load control: the DR operator remotely shouts down or
cycles customers’ electrical equipment on short notice. It is
mainly offered to residential and small commercial customers;
 interruptible/curtailable service: it provides a rate discount or
bill credit for agreeing to reduce load during system
contingencies. This option is integrated in the retails tariffs and it
is stipulated with largest customers;
 demand bidding/buyback: the customers offer bids are based
on the wholesale electricity market prices or equivalent. The
offered curtailment is over 1 MW;
 emergency demand response: it provides incentive payments to
curtail when reserve shortfalls arise;
 capacity market programs: customers offer load curtailments
as system capacity as replacement of the conventional generation
or delivery resources;
 ancillary services market: customers bid load curtailments in
ISO/RTO market as operating reserves. They have to be standby
if they bid is accepted and if the grid operator call them, they are
paid the spot market energy price.
These programs are also defined as incentive-based since customers receive
incentives as explicit bill credits or payments [38].As consequence, DR is a
competitive resource used in the grids and in the associated wholesale
markets to gain the equilibrium between demand and supply. Nowadays,
retail customers are unresponsive to wholesale prices, and as consequence
when the demand grows, less efficient generators are called to be online;
therefore, by reducing the demand during peak periods, the system and the
markets can be “greener” [35].
Traditionally, DR programs have been focused on large industrial and
commercial costumers [39], [40] but with the introduction of aggregators or
Curtailment Service Providers (CSP), the retail customers have the
opportunity to participate in the wholesale markets.
By the introduction of CSP, residential demand flexibility has become a
new actor in the balancing mechanism and in the wholesale energy markets
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[41], [42]. DR can be also used as resource on long term capacity market.
PJM allowed the participation of DR in this market and it saw overall prices
drop by about 85% in 1 year [65].
In the next paragraph, it will be shown how DR can be used in Day
Ahead wholesale energy markets and in the imbalance mechanism (real-time
DR). A summary of DR services is reported in Figure II.2, where ADR
means automatic DR.

Figure II.2 Representation of DR services and their interaction with grid
operator [32]

II.2

DR in the energy markets

II.2.1 Imbalance Mechanism and DR contribute
The growing penetration of renewable energy resources in the power
generation has led to an increasing uncertainty in the supply side. An
effective solution is the utilization of the DR strategies since they allow
shifting the electricity demand in time [43]. The Balancing mechanism has
been introduced by the TSOs in order to face the system power imbalances,
due to the mismatching between demand and generation. To gain the
balance, the TSO establishes BRPs entities at every grid access.
In this paragraph, as representative case, the Belgian grid case is reported.
Each BRP must use all the measures in order to maintain the balance in
their perimeters on a quarter-hourly basis [44]. The imbalance in the
perimeter is calculated as difference between the total injections and total
offtakes (including HUB and Import/Export) [45]. To gain the equilibrium,
BRPs can act on the generation side and the demand side. In case of
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imbalances, TSO applies imbalance tariffs to activate the power reserves
(primary, secondary, tertiary, generation units, adjustable services, sheddable
customers, free bids, neighboring system operators) to restore the situation
[46]. The imbalance tariffs are paid by the BRPs and they are calculated on
the marginal prices for the downward/upward regulations.
As consequence, the BRPs try to achieve two conditions:
 optimization of their portfolio to minimize imbalance costs;
 over supply condition since they can sell their positive imbalance
to other BRPs or to the TSO and they will get paid if the system
is in a short condition.
The source of uncertainty in the BRPs portfolio is mostly due to the
introduction of renewable energy resources besides the demand deviation
between the actual and predicted values.

Figure II.3 BRP day ahead schedule [42]
As example, it is reported the Belgian imbalance mechanism.
In Figure II.3 it is presented a schematic about the day ahead operations
that the BRPs must set in order to gain the equilibrium between generation
and demand. BRPs can buy electricity via the wholesale market, by
generators of wind power or the electricity produced by gas-fired power
plants and the demand that must be supplied is from both residential and
industrial consumers. The day ahead portfolio planning is done on a 15
minutes basis, since it is the minimum time resolution for the balancing
mechanism.
In Figure II.4 the different options that BRPs can select in the intraday
imbalance mechanism are shown. BRPs decide which solution is the best for
the selected time according to technical limitations and costs. They can:
modify the flexible generation units that belongs to their portfolio; trade
electricity on the intraday wholesale market; activate demand side flexibility;
or, at least option, paying the imbalance costs to the TSO [42].
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Figure II.4 BRPs intraday options [42]
The introduction of flexible and controllable resources is essential in
managing the imbalance and therefore in reducing the imbalance costs. As
example, by using DR (applied by industrial consumers or aggregators for
small consumers), it is possible to decrease the effects of the uncertainty in
the BRP perimeters since it is possible to manage the load flexibility to gain
the balance in the portfolio.

II.2.2 Day ahead energy market
In this paragraph, we introduce as reference case the contribute of DR in
the U.S wholesale DAM and in the next section a case study will be
presented.
In U.S., the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) is in charge
of overseeing and regulating the wholesale markets run by ISOs and RTOs
[47], called here IGOs, that administer the electricity markets within one or
multiple regions [48].
In order to make DR an effective actor in the energy markets, FERC
introduced the Order No. 719 in which the CSPs are presented as active
participant in the market [49]and the Order No. 745 [50] in which it is
defined how the CSPs must be paid. In the case study shown later, the Order
No. 745 will be described to evaluate the impact on the wholesale electricity
prices. One example of the roles of the U.S. DAMs is reported in [51], [52].
The IGOs use a mechanism based on locational marginal pricing (LMP)
to set the price of energy purchases and sales in the wholesale electricity
markets. LMPs represents the cost to serve the next MW of load and it
reflects the value of the electricity at the specific location and time it is
delivered. It is calculated according to the electricity demand, generation
costs and congestions on the transmission system [55](Figure II.5).
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Figure II.5 Wholesale electricity market [55]
Indeed, DR modifies the LMPs and the impacts will be shown later in
this chapter. Here a brief overview about the hourly DAM mechanism is
reported. Every hour, the IGO constructs the supply and the demand curves
according to the sellers’ offers and the buyers’ bids. The former is also
called aggregate supply curve since it is evaluated by summing horizontally
all the generators’ supply curves sorted by increasing prices and the latter is
the aggregate buyers’ curves evaluated by summing and sorting by
decreasing prices the buyers’ demand bids [54]. In Figure II.6 the market
clearing price, the consumer and producer surplus are presented, where P is
the price for MWh [$/MWh] and Q is the market traded quantity [MW] [54].
The market clearing price, that is the locational marginal price (LMP), is
identified where the intersection between the two curves occurs, therefore
each sellers/buyers that clear the market, sell/buy each MWh at that price.
The clearing price is not the same in the whole system but changes locally.
As shown, the consumer surplus is defined as difference between the
value of the energy purchased at the bid prices and the amount paid to buy
the electricity, instead the producer surplus is the difference between the
revenues received by the seller for the clearing quantity at the clearing price
and the prices at its offer prices [55].
From these two relations, it is possible to define the pool social welfare
as the difference between the total benefits of the buyer and the total costs of
the sellers.
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Figure II.6 DAM model [54]
By the introduction of DR, the demand curve shifts on the left since there
is a demand reduction, therefore the LMP is reduced from the value P’ to P’’.

Figure II.7 DAM with DR (Graphic adapted from [54])
DR programs are used also to mitigate or reduce congestion events in the
transmission lines. Transmission congestion occurs when overloads in the
line or transformer occur, therefore using DR programs in a proper way can
help to reduce the number of congestion events [66].

II.3

Impact of demand response resources on power systems in

the presence of energy storage and renewable generation.
As it was previously introduced, the application of DR programs makes
possible to achieve financial benefits, such as:
 reduction of LMPs and DAM price volatility during the peak
hours;
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system advantages, since it avoids the short-term upgrade of the
transmission and distribution infrastructure;
 reliability improvement and reduction of carbon dioxide
emissions [38].
As said, in DR programs, retail consumers are aggregated into groups
called CSPs which offer to cut the electrical loads during emergency
conditions (emergency DR programs) and/or when the wholesale prices are
highs (economic DR programs)[35]. DR programs are well-established
opportunities for various retail consumers to be active participants in the
electricity markets.
As case study, it is reported the impact of DRRs involved in the U.S.
Independent System Operator (ISO)/ Regional Transmission Organization
(RTO) day ahead electricity markets (DAMs).
Later on, CSPs are called DRRs and the case study analyzes the DRRs
involved in the economic programs. Several papers focus on the utilization
of DR in the DAMs, a selection of those are [56]-[59] that evaluate the
impact of DR on the LMPs, energy production costs and emissions.
The study focuses on the long term (one year long) impacts of DRRs
which are evaluated using a stochastic simulation approach in order to
pinpoint the effects on the reliability and economic metrics, e.g. expected
unserved energy, loss of load probability, wholesale purchase prices, CO2
emissions and LMPs considering the utilization of DRRs and energy storage
systems (ESSs).
It is considered a lossless transmission system network composed by L
lines and N  1 nodes and the set of sellers is called S and the set of buyers
B . During the DR activations, the buyers are divided in two nonoverlapping subsets: the simple buyers B , and the set of DRRs B~ , where
~
~
B  B  B , B  B  0 . The set of ESSs belongs to the set E  e : 1,2, ..., E ,
and the wind power plants are referred as S , with S  S .
w

w

The DRRs and the ESSs act either as loads and generators, depending on
the specified period of the week and the day. The one-year study period T is
divided into T one week long simulation periods which in turn are
i

composed by 168 indecomposable sub-periods T (hours). Over each T ,
h

h

the system configuration, the market structure and the seasonality effects are
set. It is used an extended DC optimal power flow (DC-OPF) transmissionconstrained DAM clearing model (EMCM) with the introduction of ESSs
and DRRs decision variables and constraints. The objective function to be
maximized over the set of hours during the day k , h  H is the system
k

social welfare, evaluated as difference between the total social benefits and
the total supply cost functions. Therefore, the problem formulation is:
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price, p [ h ] [ MWh / h ] is the net power injection of storage resources. ESSs
e

are modeled as MW week scale ISO system resources [61]; as pumpedhydro storage, compressed-air energy storage and some battery technologies
e

(sodium sulfur and flow battery)[64] and in this paper g [ h ] [ MW ] and
e

l [ h ] [ MW ] are the discharging output and the charging load of ESS e ,
e

e

g

l

u [ h ], u [ h ] are the binary variables that specify the operational states of
m

m

e
e
the ESS e ,    ,   are the minimum discharge and charge capacity
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M

are the maximum discharge and charge capacity

for ESS e ,  [ h ], [ h ] are the discharge and charge efficiency of ESS e ,
m

  e  ,  e 
   
   
e.

M

are the minimum and maximum stored energy limits for ESS
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Furthermore,
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is the nodal susceptance matrix,
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the vectors of B ’s and B~ ’s withdrawals and S ’s injections n N / 0 .
c

Furthermore, c [ h ] and H are the curtailed load and curtailment set of
n

k

hours during day k and rn [ h ] and H

r
k

the recovered load and set of

~
hours for buyer b at node n and  and  are the penetration percentages of

DR and the percentages of load recovered by DRRs, respectively. In
addition, the routine optimizes the amount of DRRs’ energy recovered
during the selected hours with the wind power production. This assumption
is made in accordance with the idea that DR can introduce a deeper
utilization of the wind power plants production, that is advantageous either
for consumers [56] and wind power producers [60]. The simulation approach
is based on the stochastic method, in particular on Monte Carlo simulation
technique and on the extension presented in [61] based on the multi-period
scheduling optimization problem (SOP) in order to consider the intertemporal coupling introduced by the ESSs model. The representation for the
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wind power output is drawn from the stochastic model of the multi-site
hourly wind speeds presented in [62].
Starting from [61], the DR constraints regarding the maximum amount of
power curtailment and recovery are introduces, and DRRs are subjected to
FERC Order No.745 [50], which affects DRRs utilization and DRRs costs
allocation. For the former, there is a cost-effectiveness condition at full LMP
for the load curtailment provided, if the nodal LMP during hour h is greater
than the system-wide threshold price determined every month by the ISOs.
For the latter, the Order establishes that the cost for the load curtailment has
to be proportionally allocated to all the entities that act in the relevant energy
market in area(s) where the commitment or dispatch of DDRs lead to the
reduction of energy market price at that hour [50]. Indeed, the Order affects
the calculation of DRR benefits, buyer payments and LMPs.
Called the pre-curtailment LMP at node n ,  [ h ] , the post curtailment
n

t
LMP at node n , ˆ [ h ] and the monthly system threshold price  [ m ] ,

n

where m is the selected month, the subset of nodes in which the conditions
t

specified in [50] are met, that is  [ h ]   [ m ] and ˆ [ h ]   [ h ] , is
n

n

n

called N̂ [ h ] and the buyers belonging to this set have to pay the additional
charge  [ h ] ($/MWh) to compensate the DR curtailments during hour h .
n

According to the Order,  [ h ] is calculated for each node n as follow:
n

~

b
*
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n
n
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Therefore, the presence of DR, the total buyer payments changes from:
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In order to determine the clearing wholesale market price points, each
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ISO constructs the supply and demand curves sorting the sellers and buyers
offers/bids as increasing/decreasing prices, respectively. The introduction of
DRRs implies a left shifting of the demand curve causing a clearing
wholesale market point down-shifting [38]. Since generators base their
wholesale prices bids on the marginal production costs (i.e. fuel), we
consider that the costs for DRRs are near zero since fuel is not involved in
the injection of one MWh/h supplied by DRRs. Therefore, whenever the
threshold condition is met and the DRRs are available at hour h, they cut an
hourly percentage of their load and DR costs are evaluated after the
optimization routine.

II.4

Case Studies

Simulations are performed on the modified WECC 240 bus system [63].
During each simulation period, the EMCM is run in order to solve the unit
commitment and guarantee a 15% reserve margin over each period Ti. To
evaluate the impacts of DRRs, the DR penetration and DR intensity
parameters are used. It is performed an analysis based on the variation of DR
penetration from 5% to 15% with steps equal to 5%, in the presence of wind
generation and ESSs. For each penetration level, it is set the DR intensity
and the DR recovery percentage equals to 0%, 50%, 100%, of the curtailed
nodal load of the previous day.
In order to modulate the number of hours in which DR curtailment
occurs, the intensity parameter is introduced and it allows to set the number
of hours that are used over the curtailment interval.
Therefore, the number of curtailment hours during day k can be 2 (low
intensity), 4 (medium low intensity), 8 (medium intensity) and 10 (high
intensity). Even if the number of curtailment hours is set, the selection of the
curtailment hours is different between the nodes in order to have a more
realistic representation.
The weekday is made up of three hourly intervals in which the DR
activations can be realized: recovery interval from 1 a.m. to 6 a.m.,
curtailment interval from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. and idle interval from 7 a.m. to
9 a.m. and from 11 p.m. to 12 a.m. In the case study it is supposed that there
is not DR activity during the weekends. The number of DRRs is equal to
20% and 100% of the total system nodes. On the generation side, it is
considered a system wind nameplate capacity of 10200 MW, uniformly
divided among 4 wind farms. In addition, there are 5 ESSs with round trip
efficiencies equal to 0.9, capacities equal to 200 MW and 400 MW and
storage capabilities equal to 2000 MWh and 4000 MWh, respectively [61].
The analysis is performed during one-year period. As in [61], the results
are averaged over all the representative weeks of the year so that they can be
plotted over an average week of the year.
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II.5

Representative results

The first presented results are evaluated with high DR intensity and all
the buyers in the grid are DRRs.
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Figure II.10 Hourly purchase payment duration curves
In Figure II.8, it is shown the hourly nodal average LMP evaluated with
DR percentage penetration equal to 5% (red line) and 10% (blue line), DR
energy recovery equals to 50% and ESS capacity equal to 200 MW. The
LMP curve decreases during the daily hours and increases during the night
hours due to the change of the load pattern. This effect is more significant
increasing the DR penetration percentage due to the energy recovery factor.
In Figure II.9, the CO2 system emissions profiles are reported. Due to the
DR energy recovery, which produces the night peak demands, the benefits of
DR in the reduction of emissions are decreased, in fact the transition from
DR 5% to DR 10% leads to a reduction of emissions equal to -1.68%
compared with the case without recovery (-3.42%).
In the second case study, the DR penetration varies from 5% to 15%,
setting the DR recovery equal to 50% and the ESS capacity equal to 400
MW. The hourly purchase payment duration curves (Figure II.10) with DR
5% (red line) and DR 10% (green line) is for the 57% of the weekly hours
less than the purchase payments with the only utilization of ESSs. Using DR
penetration equal to 15% (purple line) the purchase payments are greater
than DR 10% for around the 25% of the time due to the night recovery and
the additional purchase prices due to the DR curtailment.
The reliability metrics are reported in Figure II.11 and Figure II.12. The
Expected Unserved Energy (EUE) and the Loss of Load Probability (LOLP)
decrease moving from DR 5% to DR 10% but with DR 15%, the
performances get worse since the high amount of energy recovery causes the
inversion of the ESSs cycles, therefore, the ESSs and DRRs recoveries occur
during the day and night, respectively.
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Figure II.11 LOLP
Following, the number of DRRs is set equal to 20% of the total grid
nodes and the intensity, penetration and recovery parameters vary in the
ranges specified in each case study.
The ESS capacity is equal to 200 MW if not specified. In order to have
clear labels to represent the case studies, it is introduced the following
format: in the first place, there is the information of the ESS capacity in the
system, after it is reported the DR penetration percentage, the number of DR
nodes in the grid and finally the intensity.
Figure II.13 shows the variation of LMP in percentage compared to the
case without the DR activity. It possible to note that although the recovery
percentage increases, DR allows to reduce the LMP since the recovery in the
model is optimized with the wind power production in the grid and, in
addition, the low percentage of DR nodes allows to smooth the negative
effects of the recovery shown before.
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Figure II.12 EUE

FigurII.13 Variation of LMP
In Figure II.14 it is presented the yearly average over all the DR nodes of
the additional charge ν[h] for the case studies reported in the figure. The
Figure II.15 and Figure II.16 shows the variation of the EUE and LOLP in
percentage compared to the case without DR.
Compared to the case study, in which all the nodes are DRRs, it is
possible to see that there is not a predictable behavior, especially when the
DR penetration percentage is very low. The effect of the wind generation
used for the recovery is also very significant in these results.
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Figure II.14 Charge ν[h] ($/MWh)

Figure II.15 Variation percentage of EUE
In Figure II.17 it is possible to note that the CO2 emissions in the scenario
without recovery decrease up to 2% compared to the base case, however, the
CO2 emissions in the grid grow with the increasing of recovery percentages.
Finally, DRRs together with an increase of ESSs capacity helps in
reducing the yearly average LMP of the network, as shown in Figure II.18.
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Figure II.16 Variation percentage of LOLP
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Figure II.18 Yearly LMP average
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Demand modulation in
distribution grids

III.1

DSO challenges in distribution grids

In the next years, an increasing electricity consumption in residential
areas is expected, also due to the deeper penetration of electric vehicles and
heat pumps.
Nowadays, the random nature of electricity demand in the residential
sector has the effect that typically the maximum grid load in LV distribution
grids is only 25% of the sum of the individual maximum loads due to the
load diversity [67]. By the introduction of electric vehicles and heat pumps,
the randomness is smoothed because of the similar behavior of end users in
using them. DSM strategies are going to further reduce the end users random
behavior because they are going to shift the electrical loads when the energy
price is very low or even negative. All these new actors introduce the “loss
of load diversity” and therefore higher electrical demand flowing in the
cables is expected.
As consequence, DSOs are going to face congestion issues due to
overloading on distribution grids [67].
In distribution grids, the term congestion refers to the condition when
active power demand exceeds the capability of the grid [68].
It may equally occur on medium and low voltage grids and it can be
related to the cables or the transformers. It mostly depends by the history of
the grids (if there were enhancement or not) therefore it is not possible to say
whether it occurs more often on MV or LV networks.
Traditionally, congestions have been solved by expanding the capacity of
the grid, e.g. new cables, larger transformers or by modifying the topology
of the grid [67] but this is relatively expensive.
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Another challenge for DSOs is the management of the increasing number
of DERs in LV grids.
DERs could cause voltage rises in networks, especially when there are
periods of low demand, reverse power flows and as seen before, ramp issues.
Therefore, a deeper penetration of them implies the need of a deeper grid
control for DSOs. All these issues led DSOs to apply new strategies and
technologies to maintain the voltage regulation and power quality in the
grids.
To enhance flexibility in LV grids and mitigate the issues presented,
European DSOs are considering the use of on load tap changer distribution
transformer (OLTC) in LV distribution grids. Traditionally, this type of
networks was equipped with off load tap changers but they do not provide a
flexible voltage control since the transformer ratio can only be changed
when the load is disconnected. For this reason, OLTC-fitted distribution
transformers help DSO to achieve a flexible control specially in residential
scale PV systems as shown in [69]-[74]. An example of use of OLTC can be
found in [75].
In addition, the introduction of OLTC-fitted LV distribution transformers
let to extend the voltage regulation range in LV distribution grids since it
compensates the voltage fluctuations that occur on MV grids and the voltage
drop within the MV/LV distribution transformer. As example, let us think
that in some utilities, voltage drops in MV grids varies between 2 and 5%. If
we consider that voltage drop on secondary distribution transformer is
around 1%, the maximum allowed voltage drop in LV distribution grid is at
most between 7% and 4% of the nominal value. By the introduction of
OLTC transformer it is possible to use all the voltage regulation range in LV
grids that is ±10% since it “decouples” MV grid from LV grid [69].
OLTC is mostly studied for enhance the integration of distributed energy
resources. For example, in [76] several voltage control options are
considered in order to maintain the voltages inside the standard limits and as
consequence, to increase the network capacity in installing DERs. In
particular, the authors analyze the effect of OLTC distribution transformer,
capacitor banks and storages elements on the feeders in order to define the
most effective solution. In [74] the authors present a techno-economic
assessment about the potential benefits of using OLTC transformers in LV
distribution grids versus grid reinforcements in order to increase the grid
hosting capacity for PV penetration. In the following paragraphs, it will be
presented the application of OLTC distribution transformer on MV and LV
grids to mitigate peak load events.

III.2

Power reduction approaches in distribution grids

Scientific and technical researches are investigating the opportunity to
face the expected growing of electrical demand in distribution grids by
managing it. In details, in recent years the attention has been focused on the
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utilization of residential and small commercial demand flexibility to disclose
their potential in the provision of services for real time optimal power flows
(such as balancing) and integration of distributed resources.
As introduced previously, one of the target of demand flexibility is the
reduction of activation of generation reserves which represent a significant
cost for the system. As it is well known, peak power plants are activated
when peak load conditions occur, therefore their cost is high due to
underutilization since they are online few hours per year, compared with the
base and intermediate load power plants (Figure III.1) [77].

Figure III.1 Load duration curve for generators [77]
An approach based on the deployment of economics DR programs in
distribution grids is presented in the ADDRESS European project (Active
Distribution networks with full integration of Demand and distributed energy
RESourceS), which aimed at defining the role of active demand in the small
commercial and residential sectors in order to minimize the use of peak load
generation units and allow a better integration of distributed renewable
energy resources [78]. In this project, end users are active participant in the
electricity distribution process and they are able to adjust their consumption
according to real time pricing by means of Load Aggregators and the use of
smart meters and devices [79].
Another important project aimed at exploiting the potential of residential
loads is called “Customers Load Active System Services” (CLASS) run by
the England DSO Electricity North West Limited (ENWL) [80]. It is based
on a different approach since it allows the demand modulation in an indirect
way, that is to say, customers are not involved in economics DR programs
but their loads are modified by means of technological solutions developed
for DSOs in order to manage the end users power consumption by using the
relationship between power and voltages.
As it will be shown later, the project modulates the power consumption in
MV distribution grids using OLTCs and dynamic voltage regulation. The
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results achieved by the project were that customers did not notify any effects
on their electricity supply and for what concerns the power modulation, the
results are reported in Table III.1 [80]. Indeed, power modulation aims both
at reducing and boosting the voltages over the feeders but in this thesis, it
will be analyzed the effect of voltage reduction.

Table III.1 Reserve type CLASS service [80]
In CLASS it is used Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR) technique as
means to reduce the voltages across the feeders. CVR was introduced in the
70’s [68] and from that moment onwards it became an established technique
adopted by utilities to manage peak demand, losses and introduction of
energy savings in the electrical distribution systems. CVR technique is based
on the idea that by lowering voltages on the feeders in a controlled manner it
is possible to manage the power on the grid.
The CVR effects can be evaluated by using the CVR factor defined as:
CVR factor 

E %
V%

where E% and V% represent the percentage of energy and voltage
reduction, respectively. When CVR is applied to achieve energy savings and,
therefore, it is activated for long time, it is called long term CVR instead
when it aims at demand reduction in selected time intervals it is called short
term CVR, as shown in Figure III.2 [81].

Figure III.2 CVR long and short term power reduction [81]
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Another benefit in the application of CVR is the overall reduction of
system losses. By applying this technique, the distribution transformers
expect a core, eddy current and hysteresis losses reduction [81]. For what
concern the line losses, they may locally increase if the local demand
behaves as a constant power load (the meaning will be described later in this
chapter) and therefore the lines losses may increase. According to [82], the
overall effect of CVR is a net system losses reduction when the transformer
losses are taken into account and line losses increase slightly (around 0.1
percent).
As said, typically primary substations are equipped with automatic
voltage control systems to regulate the system voltages, therefore the CVR
tests presented in literature are carried out on the primary substations.
In particular, it is worth reporting the study presented in [83] included in
the project CLASS, shown before. The project aims to define a first
assessment of the potential response in UK primary substations (33/11 or
33/6.6 kV). In particular, the project provides to DSOs a deeper
understanding about the opportunity to use residential consumers to
“unlock” their aggregate demand response in an indirect way, e.g. without
directly managing them but exploiting the relationship between voltage and
power that will be shown later. The project highlights the advantage for
DSOs in using this solution in terms of investment deferral by peak demand
reduction (as consequence decongest the distribution network) and as reserve
for the TSOs in order to face the variability due to renewable resources. The
studied presented in [83] are executed on a winter day on 349 primary
substations and they show that for a 3% of voltage reduction could be
possible to achieve an aggregate peak reduction exceeding 150 MW. As
shown in Figure III.3 they shown that about 37% of the primary substation
considered could achieve a peak reduction about 0.35 and 0.50 MW.

Figure III.3 Primary substation peak power reduction [83]
Another interesting study is presented in [84], where a CVR impact study
is presented. The authors did the simulation studies on 24 U.S. prototypical
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distribution feeders [85] and they presented, among the other results, the
peak demand change as percent of the total feeders’ load.
It is interesting to note that for 22 over 24 feeders, the application of CVR
has a reduction effect on the peak load. The feeder experiencing the 5% of
increment is described as a long and rural feeder. This is due to the model
the authors used to simulate CVR, since it manages the shunt capacitors on
the lines to improve the power factor at the substation and it applies a
voltage optimization (reduction/boosting) over the feeders based on the
measurements on the end of line points (Figure III.4).

Figure III.4 Peak demand change in prototypal feeders [84]
Since the feeder is characterized by a low voltage profile at the end of the
line, the application of CVR begins to regulate and the voltages raise on the
feeder during the peak load resulting as a higher peak demand.
Indeed, the results and the advantages in using CVR depend on the
composition of the electrical loads of the feeders, the season and so on,
therefore it is really hard to obtain general results. According to a study of
Navigant Research [86], the CVR pilot projects in United States have
achieved good results, therefore they expect that CVR will be used among
the North America utilities as a measure to apply demand response.
A most recent study has been executed in [87], where it is evaluated the
impact of CVR on a UK LV test grid when residential loads are considered.
The CVR is applied on the distribution transformer equipped with an
offload tap changer ranging between ±5%. In order to carry out the results,
the LV distribution transformer works at nominal voltage and – 5%. The
results are very promising since they obtain on the field that the overall grid
consumption declined around 6% for a 5% of voltage reduction.
By using a OLTC distribution transformer in LV grids, voltage regulation
can be automatized and therefore it is possible to achieve an optimal system
operation control.
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III.3

Model of residential electrical demand

III.3.1 Electrical active and reactive power demand
In order to represent the residential electrical demand, the model
developed by the University of Loughborough is used. In [88] a detailed
description is reported and in this thesis, a summary is presented in order to
provide an overview.
By using [88], it is possible to simulate the load configuration in
residential dwellings by activating the household devices according to their
probability to be ON and OFF during a selected hour of the day.

Figure III.5 Dwelling load definition [88]

Figure III.6 Dwelling active power demand [88]
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In particular, in Figure III.5 it is presented the structure of the model. The
daily activity profiles represent the likelihood that people perform the list of
activities during different times of the day. Each dwelling is characterized by
active occupancy data series, which set the number of people and how many
of them share the use of the devices, and a selection of installed household
appliances. Each appliance is linked to the corresponding daily activity
profile and, when the device is switched on, the power use characteristics is
used in order to determine its electricity active and reactive power demand.
Summing all the power demands of all the activated appliances within a
dwelling it is possible to get the cumulative power demand for each dwelling
as shown in Figure III.6.

III.3.2 ZIP coefficients model

Figure III.7 Active power vs voltage [91]
The ZIP coefficients model define the polynomial relationship between
power (active and reactive) consumption of loads and the variation of
voltage by using a composition of three types of coefficients, e.g. constant
impedance Z, constant current I, and constant power loads P which show the
behavior of the load changing the supplied voltage.
The expressions for active and reactive power are as follow:
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where P and Q are the active and reactive power at the operating voltage Vi,
P0 (Q0) is the active (reactive) power at the rated voltage V0, and ZP/Q, IP/Q
and PP/Q are the ZIP coefficients for the constant impedance, current and
power, respectively, subjected to (III.3) and (III.4) [89]. Obviously, if a load
is characterized by a ZP/Q or IP/Q or PP/Q coefficient equal to 1, it means that it
is a pure constant impedance, constant current or constant power load. In
particular, constant impedance load is characterized by a quadratic
relationship between power and voltage. Space and water heaters (without
thermal control) has a typical resistive response. A constant current load is
characterized by a linear relationship between voltage and power. Finally, a
constant power load is insensible to voltage variation and it is typical for
electronic devices [90]. In Figure III.7 the power/voltage curves for the three
typologies of loads are presented [91] and in Figure III.8 the current/voltage
curves are shown; it is important to note that a constant power load is
characterized by a higher current adsorption when there is a voltage
reduction in contrast with the other two loads.

Figure III.8 Current vs voltage [91]
In reality, loads behave as a combination of the three coefficients and
they show their own power/voltage dependency. In Table III.2, the ZIP
coefficients for the most used household devices are reported where Vcut
represent the minimum voltage for which the device stops to work [89].
Summing all the ZIP coefficients of the devices inside a selected
dwelling, we obtain the whole dwelling ZIP coefficients using an approach
based on that presented in [92]and reported in the following formula.
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Z Ptot  I Ptot  PPtot  1

(III.9)

Z Qtot  I Qtot  PQtot  1

(III.10)

Nload

( Pnomi Z P / Qi )


i 1
Z P / Qtot 
P0

Nload

( Pnomi I P / Qi )


i 1
(III.11)
 I P / Qtot 
P0

Nload

( Pnomi PP / Qi )


i 1
 PP / Qtot 
P0



where Pnomi and Qnomi represent the nominal active and reactive power of





the household device i , N Load is the number of household devices in the
dwelling and Z P / Qi , I P / Qi , PP / Qi are the constant impedance, current and
power coefficients of device i , respectively.
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Table III.2 ZIP parameters [89]
In the previous notation, the time-dependency of ZIP coefficients is
omitted in order to have a clearer notation but they change during the time
slots. In particular, later it will be considered a 10 minutes variation of the
coefficients. In order to have the aggregate dwellings power/voltage
dependency, the formula (III.5) - (III.11) are modified as follows: index i
represents the selected dwelling and N Load is replaced by N dwelling which
represents the total number of residential units.
It is worth noting that non-residential loads will be considered as constant
power loads and therefore as non responsive to voltage changes in order to
evaluate the impact of residential loads.

III.4

Decentralized voltage-Led DR in low voltage distribution

grids: the idea and implementation
In the previous chapter, voltage led demand response applied to the MV
grids was introduced. Even if the service achieved successful results in terms
of short terms power reserve, there are still margins for improving the
technique. This chapter focuses on the use of the selected technique on LV
distribution grids, in order to maximize the benefits of this approach.
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As it is well known, the voltage along a feeder decreases due to the line
losses.

Figure III.9 Feeder voltage drop [93]
In Figure III.9, it is reported the voltage drop along a feeder from the
primary substation equipped with OLTC to the last user on the selected LV
grid. It is an American case study therefore the voltage values and limits are
compatible with their standards. In Europe the reference standard is CEI EN
50160 which establishes that the supplied voltages must be inside the range
230 Vrms ±10% for 95% of the time [94].
As it is clear from the previous Figure, the last users set the maximum
voltage regulating position tap of the primary substation OLTC in order to
not violate the voltage values set by the standard. Indeed, line regulators and
other devices can be used along the feeders to boost the voltages as
presented for example in [74],[95] but they have to be coordinated besides
positioned in the right position in the grid.
In this chapter, a new approach to regulate the active power consumption
of residential units is introduced. The approach is called fully decentralized,
since it is applied inside each final user dwelling, considered both as single
or a cluster of units (apartments building). The advantage of the proposed
solution is that it is possible to have a wider voltage regulation band and,
therefore, a deeper effect in terms of active power reduction in the secondary
distribution substation and as consequence on the primary substation. It does
not act on the voltage levels on the feeders as capacitor banks or line drop
compensators but it is a device that regulate single or multiple residential
units power consumption inside them.
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The research goes beyond the state of art, that is the application of
voltage reduction technique at the primary distribution substation and it
focuses on a what if analysis when the control is executed on the secondary
transformer or on very local points in the LV distribution grids.

Figure III.10 LV grid with decentralized control
In Figure III.10 it is reported an example of LV-grid where the green dots
represent the devices able to execute the voltage modulation at the dwelling
points. The advantage of the solution is that the last customer is not the
bottle-neck as seen before and the regulation margins are improved. The
voltage regulation is executed in compliance with the standard CEI EN
50160. Furthermore, the solution provides a power demand control service
since it is designed to be used when peak load, congestion and emergencies
conditions occur.
In order to executed the control, it is introduced a novel device for DSO
and DR service providers (DR-SP), called Regulating Smart Socket (RSS),
able to apply DSM strategies in order to provide a fully decentralized
voltage regulation aimed at the active power load control.
The RSS has been designed to be installed in residential units, that is
houses, and it can be controlled by the DR-SP to modulate the power
consumption in selected areas. It is possible to implement the RSS as single
household regulating device, dwelling regulating device or apartments
building regulating device. In this thesis, the first two options will be shown.
In literature, there are several smart sockets proposals which are used in
Smart Home Energy Management Systems (SHEMS) to offer price sensitive
load management service, peak load reduction and the optimization of the
utilization of micro renewable generations and demand [96]-[101]. These
designs are characterized by an ON/OFF function to apply DSM strategies
but they do not allow an active power modulation, that is, instead, introduced
by the proposed solution. Recently, a commercial solution has been
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proposed [111], the V04, that provides the voltage reduction in the whole
residential unit and it has the purpose of reducing the power absorbed (but
not necessarily the energy!) and is not tied to any network service.
In Figure III.11, an example of the power demand control service based
on the proposed enhanced SHEMS is provided; it is shown a section of LV
distribution grid with a subset of loads, and each node models a cluster of
residential units (RUs) managed by the DR-SPs and/or DNO as a power
reserve when a power unbalance occurs (the power available it is not enough
to cover the power demand).
The proposed approach provides a flexible and decentralized load control
that is able to overcome both the limits set by the CVR and by the traditional
Demand Response services. Specifically, referring to the latter, as well
known, the effectiveness of DR services is significantly reduced by the
uncertainty due to the voluntary and not mandatory contribution of the users
to the service. Furthermore, in distribution grids DR services are not
regulated as in Transmission grids and the results achievable are subjected to
a high level of uncertainty.
Instead, the proposed solution ensures to the DR-SP the direct control of
loads by the introduction of RSS. In this way, the DSO gains an additional
degree of freedom in the load management since it controls the load profiles,
providing power modulation in a decentralized way. An insight of the
SHEMS architecture is shown in Figure III.12. The SHEMS coordinator is
the device that communicates with both the RSSs and the DR-SP or DSO
service provider (for instance by using a smart meter at the electrical
interconnection point with the grid or a Power Line Communication – PLC or an internet connection). Furthermore, it provides to the customers a
Human Machine Interface (HMI) to set the configuration of each RSS,
according to the users’ preferences, and monitor the power demand.

Figure III.11 Schematics of LV grid
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Figure III.12 SHEMS architecture
The power balance grid service using the SHEMS and RSS is
implemented by the following operating cycle:
1. the DR-SP or DSO sends the request of power reduction to each
SHEMS coordinator installed in the RUs of the controlled grid;
2. each SHEMS coordinator forwards the request to the RSSs or the
central RSS in order to execute the command of voltage reduction
(or switching off) to reduce the power load absorbed by each
household device (DEV);
3. the control unit inside the RSS first evaluates if the measured voltage
allows the voltage regulation then executes the received command.
In addition, the device has to be compliant with the standard IEC 610003-2:2014 which set the electromagnetic limits [102].
The structure of RSS is presented in Figure III.13 and it is composed by
four main subsystems:
1. sensor module, used to monitor the plugged or cumulative household
appliance consumption (current) and voltage;
2. voltage modulator, that allows the reduction of the voltage that
supplies the household device or the dwelling;
3. intelligent unit, that controls the RSS; the control unit is an ultra-low
power microcontroller whose main functions consist in:


receiving the commands sent by the SHEMS coordinator to
reduce the voltage or switch off the plugged devices;



checking if the voltage allows the regulation;



driving the voltage modulator, in order to reduce the voltage
supplied, assuring that the reduced voltage value is inside the
right range;
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4. communication module, that permits to the RSS to receive and send
back commands and data from/to the SHEMS network coordinator. It
is based on the 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 wireless protocol, a very low
power.

Figure III.13 RSS block diagram

III.5

Design of the AC/AC converter prototype

III.5.1 Single household regulator device
In this section an example of basic implementation of a single household
regulator device is presented.
This version is a TRIAC based AC/AC converter configuration as shown
in Figure III.14.
Following it is provided a summary description of the black boxes.

III.5.1.a Sensor module:
The sensor section is made up of two modules to execute current and
voltage sensing: a Hall effect current sensor ACS750SCA-050 [103]and a
voltage divider, respectively. The voltage divider is sized in order to have
the voltage values inside the input range of the true RMS-to-DC converter
AD8436 [104]. This module returns the DC value equal to the RMS value of
the input AC waveform. As power supply for the sensing and the intelligent
unit, we use the RAC 02-05SC RECOM, that has as input 230 Vrms and
outputs 5 V and 400 mA [105].
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Figure III.14 Triac based converter

III.5.1.b

Voltage modulator

As voltage modulator, the TRIAC-ST3035H [106]in TO-220AB package
is used and it is driven by the microcontroller described in the next
subsection. In order to separate the power side from the signal one, the driver
random phase opto-coupler MOC3020 [107]is used.

III.5.1.c

Intelligent unit: Microcontroller

The intelligent unit is the Texas Instruments ultra-low power 16 bit
MSP430 microcontroller [108]. After the reception of the signal from the
SHEMS and the evaluation of the measured voltage, in order to reduce the
voltage value, the microcontroller has to undertake some actions. In the
TRIAC based solution, the microcontroller must evaluate the delay  [ms]
to fire the TRIAC to ensure that the RMS voltage across the load is equal to
the minimum value.
The value of θ is evaluated using (2):
Vo

rms

 Vi

rms

sin 2  
1
   


2 

(III.12)

where α = 2πfsθ. In our case, we need θ = 3.2 ms that guarantee
Vorms = 208 Vrms. In addition, the microcontroller can also decide to
disconnect the plugged load, ensuring a standard ON/OFF function. Finally,
the control unit monitors the device’s consumption using the current and
voltage measured.
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III.5.1.d

Simulation and test results

The circuit presented has been implemented and tested using as device
under test (DUT) a 60 W lamp. The RSS shown in Figure III.14 has been
simulated by using PSIM: the microcontroller has as input the mains supply
RMS value (Virms) and as output, the delay θ to trigger the TRIAC. The
TRIAC trigger module fires the TRIAC using the evaluated delay from the
line voltage zero crossing in order to have the desired RMS voltage value
across the load (Vorms).
In this analysis, the Vorms is decreased to the minimum value allowed by
the CEI EN 50160 standard, but changing the delay θ we can obtain a
different Vorms value. In Table III.3, the Fourier transform of the current is
reported in order to check the limits set by the IEC61000-3-2 [102]for a class
A device. As show, for a current value under 8 Arms the limits comply with
the standard. These harmonics can be reduced by using a designed EMI
input filter.
The power reduction is 10.9 W, when the L-N voltage value is 208 Vrms.
The issue with this configuration is that RSS power dissipation is evaluated
considering the TRIAC dissipation power since it is the most impacting
element.
Harmonic
number
3
5
7
9

Harmonic current Harmonic
Harmonic tested
limits (A)
simulation value value for the
for 8 Arms (A)
DUT (mA)
2.30
1.81
60
1.14
1.08
30
0.77
0.54
20
0.4
0.4
10

Table III.3 Current Harmonics
The implementation of the RSS is presented in Figure III.15

Figure III.15 TRIAC based solution prototype
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III.5.2

Dwelling voltage regulator

In this paragraph, the voltage reduction is executed in the dwelling
therefore it applies a voltage reduction in the whole RU. The solution is
proposed in order to have better performance in terms of voltage quality,
compared to the solution based on TRIAC.
The proposed architecture is the AC/AC converter shown in Figure III.16
based on a buck converter architecture.
In order to have a bidirectional current flow, switch cells are used. In
particular, the cells are composed by IGBTs and diodes connected in a
common collector back to back configuration [109] as in Figure III.17. The
IGBT driver circuit is reported in Figure III.18 and it must be included for
each switch.

Figure III.16 Simplified AC/AC converter schematics [110]

Figure III.17 Switches back to back configuration [110]
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Figure III.18 IGBT driver circuit [110]

Figure III.19 Switching activation [110]
The ON-OFF switches activation is reported in Figure III.19: during the
positive interval of the input voltage, S1, S4, D2, D3 are ON instead during
the negative interval S2, S3, D2, D4 are ON. In this way, the AC current can
flow in the converter.
Indeed, it must be respected a dead time between the activation of the
switches in order to avoid that branches are short-circuited.
The converter control is executed using a hysteretic control where the
voltage reference is sinusoidal (Figure III.20). The details about the control
and the design of the converter is reported in [110].
The simulation of the converter is presented in Figure III.21 where the
input voltage is equal to 230 Vrms and the output voltage is equal to 208 Vrms
with a ripple equal to 2.5 V.
Finally, the total harmonic distortion (THD) of an AC waveform is
defined as:
V

THD  h 
V
1
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where V1 is the fundamental component, Vh is the harmonic rms value and
Vrms is the overall rms value of the waveform.
For the designed circuit, the THD is equal to 5.015 * 10

3

.

Figure III.20 Hysteretic control [110]

Figure III.21 Simulation output voltage [110]
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Figure: Schematics of the AC-AC converter
Figure III.22 Schematics of ACAC converter [110]
The ACAC converter schematic is presented in Figure III.22.
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The prototype of the circuit is reported in Figure III.23 and Figure III.24,
in particular, in the former it is presented the power circuit and in the latter
the IGBT driver circuit.

Figure III.23 ACAC converter prototype [110]

FigureIII.24 IGBT driver prototype [110]
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Evaluation of the benefits of the
fully decentralized voltage
control in low voltage
distribution grids

IV.1

Comparison between centralized and decentralized

approach
As previously introduced, the proposed technique provides a fully
decentralized voltage regulation action based on the relationship between the
reactive and active power absorbed by electrical loads and the supplied
voltages. This approach is different from CVR technique (previously
introduced) since customers gain an independent and not centralized voltage
modulation over the feeders. The proposed solution provides an additional
degree of freedom for DSOs to guarantee the balance between the demand
and the power available on the grid. In this paragraph, the effect of the
voltage regulation is evaluated at the residential level; in particular, in LV
distribution grids in which the concentration of RUs is predominant, e.g.
smart cities.
The presented study focused on the comparison between CVR technique
applied to OLTC fitted secondary distribution transformers (centralized
control) and the decentralized voltage control based on the utilization of the
novel service. RUs’ loads are modelled using the time varying ZIP model
presented in the previous chapters.
The decentralized active power control is provided by one of the two
devices previously presented. Specifically, the smart regulating device is
installed in a cluster of a few RUs (for example apartments buildings) and
controlled by the DSO to manage the active power demand inside the
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selected group of RUs through the direct control of the dwelling voltages
according to the formula (III.1)-(III.4).

IV.1.1 Grid description
The simulations are executed on the grid presented in Figure IV.1. The
grid was realized in the ATLANTIDE project [112] and it represents a
typical Italian LV grid. The most diffused structure is radial therefore the
selected grids will be radial. According to a study in [113] the most diffused
LV grids are characterized by the following transformer size: 100 kVA (for
low density population), 250 kVA (for medium density population) and
400 kVA (for high density population).
In this chapter, two versions will be presented, the second version will be
shown later. The first grid is a clustered grid, i.e. each node in the grid is a
cluster of residential loads. The grid is long 2 km and it include all singlephase loads. The lines are characterized by 3 phases + neutral cables with
non-uniform sections, according to the load density as reported in Table IV.1
and Table IV.2. In our case studies the grid is slightly modified from the
original one that can be found in [112].
The network is unbalanced and it consists of 4 feeders (feeder 1 to feeder
4) each composed by 7 nodes. Each node is a cluster of 4 RUs, therefore the
maximum rated active power absorbed by each node is equal to 13.2 kW,
according to the typical residential energy contract (3.3 kW) applied by the
Italian DSO [114]. In addition, we assume that the load power factor is equal
to 0.98 and only single-phase loads are in the grid. The LV grid is connected
to the medium voltage (MV) grid through a 10/0.4 kV, 2 windings Δ/Y
transformer with VCC = 4% and rated power equal to ST = 400 kVA. We
assume that the grid is passive, that means there is not generation from RESs

V.1.2 Load configuration
Each RU is made up of an aggregation of household devices, which are
switched ON and OFF in different periods (each of which defines a time
slot) during the day. Each RU is characterized by an independent daily
demand and the utilization of a selected device is strictly bound to the
probability of its use during each time slot of the day. Load configuration
during Δt = 10 minutes does not change but the RU loads change between
consecutive Δt even though it is ensured the temporal sequence of the
cycling loads, such as washing machines and dishwashers.
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Figure IV.1 LV distribution grid [112]
Cables
3x95 mm2
3x 50 mm2
3x 35 mm2
3x 16 mm2

r (Ω/km)
0.25
0..39
0.87
1.2

X (Ω/km)
0.07
0.07
0.078
0.08

rn (Ω/km)
0.5
0.8
1.5
1.2

Xn (Ω/km)
0.07
0.07
0.078
0.08

Table IV.1 LV grids cables parameters [112]
Cables
Feeder

Feeder 1
Feeder 2
Feeder 3
Feede4
Total

Length
3x95 mm2

Length
3x50 mm2

500
400

300
200
300

900

800

Length
3x35 mm2

Length
3x16 mm2

-

-

100
150
250

50
50

Total
Length

800
600
400
200

Table IV.2 LV grid feeders’ length [112]
The RUs’ daily load patterns are evaluated using the tool developed by
the University of Loughborough [115], adapted for the Italian typical loads
and previously described. By using the tool, it is possible to have the active
and reactive power of each household device in Δt.
In particular, in each Δt, it is defined a vector LN such that:





0
 t k ,  LkN  l kj1 , l kj2 , ... , l kj  N , k  1,...,,144, l kj  
1
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where k is the k-th 10 minutes interval during the day and it ranges between
1 and 144, l j defines if the household device j is ON or OFF during the
selected time slot. Once defined LN , it is multiplied by the active/reactive
power consumption of each household device in order to have the
cumulative RU power.
Finally, the RU is modelled using a cumulative ZIP model in order to
analyze the variation of the dwellings power absorption when the supplied
voltage changes inside the limits set by the standard CEI EN 50160 as
previously shown.

IV.1.3 Simulation routines and results.
In order to evaluate the results, a Monte Carlo simulation approach is
used with simulation period equal to 24 hours and simulation step (time slot)
equal to Δt =10 minutes. To define different load configurations, the formula
(IV.1) is completed as follow:
 m,

 LN m , m  1,...,,500,

(IV.2)

where m is the Monte Carlo iteration and LN m says that there is a different
LN for each iteration.
The algorithm implemented is organized in two subroutines, one for the
CVR simulation (Routine A) and the other for the decentralized control
(Routine B). They are included in the main routine that is executed during
each Δt. The main routine (Figure IV.2) is run for 144 times since the total
simulation period is equal to 24 hours, that is 144 time slots. At the
beginning of each time interval Δt, the loads configuration of each RU and
consequentially of each cluster of loads is set and the secondary voltage of
the MV/LV transformer is set to 400 V.
After this preliminary configuration, both routines are called in order to
obtain the simulation results.
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Figure IV.2 Main Routine
Routine A (Figure IV.3) is the routine that simulates the CVR regulation.
The first step consists in reducing the MV/LV secondary voltage, VIIMV/LV,
by α = 1% of the nominal value. The minimum value is VII(min)MV/LV = 360 V.
The unbalanced power flow is run and voltages value over the feeders are
checked: if all the values are inside the limits set by the standard, it is
possible to repeat the routine, otherwise the routine stops and saves the
results (power flow results) calculated in the previous step where the
voltages violations do not occur.
Routine B is presented in Figure IV.4 and it executes the decentralized
voltage control. In this routine, voltages inside the RUs are modified without
changing the MV/LV secondary voltage. The routine starts running the
unbalanced power flow in order to check all the voltages over the feeder and
on the load clusters. After, the routine reduces the local load voltages by a
variable amount so that each RU’s supplying voltage is equal to 0.90 p.u,
using a scaling factor called ν. The voltage reduction leads the cluster loads
to assume different values according to (III.1- III.4) and therefore to have a
power modulation on the distribution transformer. Finally, a last unbalance
power flow is run in order to assure that no voltage violations occur.
The two subroutines are executed using the same load configuration in
order to compare the impacts on the grid of the two strategies. In this paper,
we analyze two case studies: the former based on the random allocation of
power demand on each cluster of loads, the latter consists in using cluster of
loads composed by 3 RUs with an active power demand for most of the time
equal to 3.3 kW. The former is a typical power demand condition, whereas
the second is a peak demand condition implemented in order to underline the
effectiveness of the proposed solution.
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Figure IV.3 Routine A
Simulations are performed by using OpenDSS [116] and MATLAB. We
use the standard CEI EN 50160 as reference to recognize voltage violations,
which set the 10 minutes-mean of the supply voltage equal to
1.00 p.u. ± 10%. In the model, the decentralized control decreases the DEVs’
supplying voltages to the minimum limit, that is 0.90 p.u, and the CVR
control reduces the secondary voltage of the MV/LV transformer by steps
equal to 1% of the rated voltage, as described in Section III. In Figure IV.5,
the active power measures at the MV/LV transformer for each phase is
reported and it is analyzed for the first case study, described in III. In
particular, with the black, red and green lines we report the not regulated, the
CVR controlled and the decentralized controlled active power curves,
respectively.
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Figure IV.4 Routine B
Indeed, the effectiveness of the decentralized control compared with that
obtained using CVR, is most relevant during the peak hours, instead during
the off-peak periods it has the same impact in terms of peak power
reduction. Therefore, the most relevant effect of the decentralized control is
evaluated during the peak load condition (second case study) as shown in
Figure IV.6. In the figure, the active power using the decentralized voltage
control is lower than both the case without regulation and the CVR,
providing a relief effect to the grid. In addition, by using the square and line
patterns, we pinpoint on the regulating ranges for CVR and the decentralized
technique, respectively.
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Figure IV.5: Daily active power profiles at the MV/LV transformer

Figure IV.6 Active power regulation range
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Control technique

Average active power Voltage
reduction (%)
(p.u.)

CVR

5

0.94*

Decentralized

7

0.90**

measured

Table IV.3 Comparison of control techniques (case A)

Control technique

Average active power Voltage
reduction (%)
(p.u.)

CVR

4

0.96*

Decentralized

9

0.90**

measured

Table IV.4 Comparison of control techniques (case B)
It is possible to note that in this case the decentralized control offers a
wider regulating range and therefore more flexibility in using it as a power
reserve service during peak period. In Table IV.3 and Table IV.4, the
average active power reduction and the average working voltage measured
for CVR and the decentralized control in the two case studies are reported.
In detail, the average active power reduction is evaluated as percentage
referred to the case without regulation (black line in Figure IV.5 and
Figure IV.6). The working voltage is expressed in p.u. and for CVR it is
measured at the secondary terminal of the distribution transformer, whereas
for the decentralized control it is the voltage measured point by point, that is
to say inside the RUs. Using the decentralized control, the voltage is set
equal to 0.90 by the modulation introduced by the RSS.
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Figure IV.7 Feeders voltages

Figure IV. 8 RSS regulation
In detail, the RSS executes the voltage sensing and consequently,
evaluates the reduction factor ν in order to lead the DEV’s supplying voltage
to be equal to 0.90 p.u.. In Figure IV.8, the average RSSs reduction factor ν,
over the 4 feeders is shown. The coefficient increases over the feeders since
it depends by the measured voltages, therefore, it is lower at the beginning of
the feeder and higher at the end of it. The daily average of the voltages over
the feeders are analyzed in Figure IV.7. It is possible to note that since the
decentralized control reduces the voltages inside the RUs, not regulated and
decentralized control voltages are almost overlapped. By using CVR control,
voltages on the feeders decrease, leading the values to be close to the lower
limit set by the standard. The results are evaluated for a small LV
distribution grid, therefore the gain in terms of active power reduction is
tight but including several residential areas, the impact can be significant
when peak load or contingences events occur.
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IV.2

Fully Decentralized Load Modulation Approach to

Improve DSO Flexibility in Low Voltage grids
In this paragraph a new case study is performed on LV distribution grid.
In this analysis, it will be tested the fully decentralized power control (FDPC) on a LV active grid (i.e. there are some PV power plants) and it will be
shown how the proposed technique helps the management of the grid and
provides a good source of flexibility to the DSO.

IV.2.1 Grid description
The LV grid is described in [112], here slightly modified by the
introduction of 3 three-phase PV power plants (2 with active power equal to
10 kWp, 1 with active power equal to 15 kWp) and power factor equal to 1,
and 30 single-phase PV panels characterized by active peak power equal to
3 kWp and power factor equal to 1and presented in Figure IV.9. The grid is
composed by 136 single-phase loads with maximum active power equal to
3 kW and 9 three phases loads with a cumulative peak active power equal to
45.9 kW.

Figure IV.9 LV grid with PV panels [112]
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Figure IV.10 Residential active power profile
The LV grid is connected to the medium voltage (MV) grid through a
10/0.4 kV, 2 windings Δ/Y transformer with VCC = 4% and rated power
equal to ST = 400 kVA. Furthermore, the network is unbalanced and it
consists of three feeders, called A, B and C.
The typology of cables (3 phases + neutral) and their technical
information are reported in Table IV.5.
Cables
CI-3x95+50C
CI-3x6+6C
CI-3x50+25C
CI-3x25+25C
CI-3x16+16C
CI-2x6
CA-4x6
CA-4x10
CA-3x50+25
CA-3x35+54A
CA-2x6
CA-2x10

r (Ω/km)
0,19
3,1
0,39
0,73
1,2
3,1
3,1
1,9
0,39
0,87
3,1
1,9

X (Ω/km)
0,07
0,09
0,07
0,09
0,08
0,095
0,1
0,1
0,078
0,078
0,096
0,1

rn (Ω/km)
0,39
3,1
0,73
0,73
1,2
3,1
3,1
1,9
0,73
0,63
3,1
1,9

Xn (Ω/km)
0,07
0,09
0,09
0,09
0,08
0,095
0,1
0,1
0,079
0,15
0,096
0,1

TableIV.5 LV grid parameters [112]
The RUs’ daily load patterns are evaluated using the approach shown
before and the average active power in the grid is shown in Figure IV.10.
The single-phase PV panels are randomly located and connected to the
selected RU. The three-phases PV plants are located in fixed position, as
shown in Figure IV.9.
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IV.2.2 Case studies
Simulations are executed using the Monte Carlo simulation approach,
with the total simulation period equal to 24 hours divided in Δt = 10 min
time slots (simulation step), therefore the simulation is spread over 144 time
slots.
The analysis is performed in two operating conditions depending on the
tap position of the secondary distribution transformer, that is 1 p.u. (case A)
and 1.05 p.u. (case B) of the nominal voltage. We assume that 1.05 p.u. is
the estimated maximum limit in order to not violate the CEI EN 50160
standard in the presence of PV panels in the grid. The FD-PC adaptively
decreases the RUs supplying voltages to the minimum limit set by the
standard, using the following formula:
  Vsense  V10%

where η is the RSS reduction factor, Vsense is the measured voltage at the
customer dwelling and V-10% is the lower limit.
The simulations are carried out in order to evaluate the impact on the
proposed LV grid for the two case studies. In addition, the simulations are
performed on the whole day in order to pinpoint the most effective time
slots.
Voltages over the feeders are reported in Figure IV.11 for case A and
Figure IV.12 for case B, when FD-PC is not executed.

Figure IV.11 Case A: voltages over the feeders
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Figure IV.12 Case B: voltages over the feeders
As it is shown, in the case A, some RU voltages are close to 0.90 p.u.,
therefore it is assumed that the DSO sets the distribution transformer tap to
1.05 p.u. to ensure a better quality of service and grid reliability. In both
cases, the supply voltage provided to the RUs is voluntarily reduced to the
minimum limit to provide the short-term power reserve, therefore the
households active and reactive power consumption changes compared to the
one associated to the rated supply. Following, this case is called “regulated
case” and the not regulated case is called “base case”.
In the following figures, the blue, red and green bars represent the values
obtained for the three phases. In Figure IV.13 it is reported the hourly
average active power reduction (as percentage) at the secondary distribution
transformer compared with the base case. This reduction represents the
short-term power reserve that the DSO gains by applying the FD-PC.
It is worth to note that each FD-PC device is independent by the other
devices, and consequently, it is possible to have a phase by phase power
modulation. In addition, the best results are achieved during the peak hours.
Even during the night there is a percentage of modulation since we assume
that in a set of RU dishwashers and washing machines are working. The
secondary distribution transformer average losses compared to the base case
are -5%.
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Figure IV.13 Case A: percentage active power reduction

Figure IV.14 Case A: percentage current reduction
The currents over the feeders are reported in Figure IV.14 and also in this
case, there is a current reduction compared to the base case (in percentage).
This allows a relief effect on the lines in terms of thermal effects and line
congestion due to the exceeding of the cables current ratings. Since the
selected LV grid is characterized by voltage values close to the lower limit,
it is not possible to apply a secondary substation-based approach, unless the
grid infrastructure is not enhanced with voltage boosters. The corresponding
results obtained in the case B, are reported in Figure IV.15 and Figure IV.16
and the secondary distribution transformer losses are -10% compared with
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the corresponding base case. If the DSO has a full control on the secondary
substations using on load tap changer transformers, this operational
condition has the best results in terms of power and voltage reduction and
grid stability, since the voltages are far from the upper and lower band set by
the standard. Once again, by applying the FD-PC the DSO gains an
additional degree of freedom in the power management of the LV grids.
Therefore, the strength of the fully decentralized approach is the adaptive
supply voltage reduction over the feeders that allows to achieve significant
power regulating margins on the secondary distribution transformer and
local short term reserves in LV grids.

Figure IV.15 Case B: percentage active power reduction
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Figure IV.16 Case B: percentage current reduction
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Chapter V
Conclusions

V.I

Summary of dissertation

The growing concern about environmental issues has led to a major
interest in the sustainable development of power system, both in terms of
generation and demand resources. For the former, RESs have introduced
significant changes in power production. The high penetration of RES have
strongly impacted the grid, increasing uncertainty about the production in the
generation mix. In fact, the volatility of RES power production have led
DSOs to face significant uncertainty in the balance between supply and
electrical demand around the clock, requiring an increase of energy reserves
from traditional sources, thus losing both the economic and environmental
benefits related to the use of renewable sources. Therefore, to manage this
situation, the flexible control of the available energy resources and loads has
become necessary. New and more extensive control actions to balance
supply and demand for both energy and power are required. The deeper
involvement of electrical demand in the grid control, such as DR programs
and ESSs, has been the most meaningful consequences of this new scenario.
DR has begun to support the attain of supply-demand balance around the
clock both in energy markets (from capacity to real time markets) and in
distribution grids in order to unlock demand capacity. If in the energy
markets DR role is well establish and subjected to rules to be considered an
active energy resources, in distribution grids DR contribute is still not totally
available due to the dominant presence of residential customers.
In this PhD dissertation, the role of demand side flexibility has been
analyzed from the transmission to the low voltage distribution grid in order
to pinpoint the opportunity to use demand flexibility in power system.
Under this reference context the main contributes of this dissertation are:


Analysis of the impact of DR in the energy markets. The analysis has
been described in Chapter 2, focusing on the quantification of the
variable effects of the integration of DRRs in power system with

Chapter IV

integrated RESs and utility-scale energy storage systems with the various
sources of uncertainty explicitly represented. It has been deployed a
stochastic simulation approach based on Monte Carlo techniques to
emulate the U.S. transmission-constrained hourly day ahead markets over
longer term periods. Salient characteristics of the approach have been the
ability to represent the spatial and temporal correlation of the loads and
the renewable resources, the ability to explicitly represent the payback
characteristic of DRRs. The results have been carried out using a
modified version of a real U.S. transmission bus-system to perform
various case studies to evaluate the economics, emissions and reliability
metrics. The studies have shown the strong capabilities of the approach
and provide insights into the impacts of deepening penetration of DRRs
under different intensity levels.
 DR flexibility in low voltage grids. The contribute has been described in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. A decentralized active power control to manage
residential power in low voltage grids has been proposed as opposed to
the centralized control, as conservation voltage reduction technique. In
particular, the power service have been aimed at improving DSOs
flexibility when overload occur. It has been designed as a fully local
control which modulates the voltage in the single or group of dwellings in
order to exploit all the voltage regulation band defined by the standard
CEI EN 50160. The straightness of the proposed control has been its
modularity and its local feature since it executes an adaptive voltage
regulation according to the measured voltages. In this way, downstream
customers are not setting the maximum downward limit as in the
centralized control. In Chapter 3, the service and its technological design
to be included in a smart energy management system managed by DSO in
residential units has been introduced. In Chapter 4, the solution has been
simulated on a typical Italian low voltage grids made up of all residential
customers. The case studies have shown the advantage in using the
decentralized control compared to the centralized one in terms of active
power reduction at the secondary distribution transformer and in line
current reduction.

V.II

Future direction of the research

The research topic is very complex and there are lots of aspects to take
into account in order to have a comprehensive analysis.
About the integration of DR in the energy markets, a model about the
CSPs can be integrated in the optimization routine in order to achieve more
detailed results and an overview about the variability of demand
participating in DR programs.
About the integration of voltage led DR, it is worth focusing on the
economics aspect of the proposed solution to check the economics benefits
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compared with the activation of generation reserves and the use of the CVR
based approach.
Finally, another aspect to be investigated is the development of the
technological solution, from the communication protocol to the converter
design.
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